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Spin-reorientation processes that develop at helium temperatures in weakly ferromagnetic ErFeO, crystals, 
upon change of an external magnetic field applied along the crystallographic c axis, are studied 
experimentally, by the NMR method, and also theoretically. It is established that at temperatures above the 
critical temperature which is about 2.8 K, the processes occur continuously, as second-order phase 
transitions; but at temperatures below the critical, the transitions between phases are of the first order, and 
there appear two-phase states of the same type as the intermediate state in antiferromagnets. A phase diagram 
is plotted for the magnetic material, and on it the region of intermediate states is distinguished. 

PACS numbers: 75.30.Kz, 75.25. + z, 75.50.Dd 

In previous investigations of the magnetic structure 
of erbium orthoferrite, ErFeO,, by the neutron-diffrac- 
tion methodls2 and by the NMR i t  was ob- 
served that a t  helium temperatures there occurs in i t  
a process of ordering of the magnetic moments of the 
erbium ions, accompanied by reorientation of the spins 
of the iron ions. For fuller understanding of the nature 
of this process,  it is of interest to explain what influ- 
ence an  external magnetic field has on it. , - 

In continuation of investigations in this direction begun 
by we have made measurements of the NMR f r e -  
quency in E r  FeO, over quite wide intervals of tempera- 
ture and of magnetic field. The  results  of the measure- 
ments indicate that the spin-re'orientation processes 
induced by an  external magnetic field applied along the 
c axis of the crystal remain continuous for  tempera- 
tures T 2 T,, =2.8 & 0.1 K. For T < T,, , phase transi- 
tions of the f i r s t  order occur, and there appear two- 
phase states of the s ame  type a s  the intermediate s ta te  
in antiferromagnets.' 

1. MEASUREMENT METHOD AND RESULTS 

The NMR spectra of FeS7 in ErFeO, were taken over 
the temperature interval 1.65-4.2 K and in magnetic 
fields of magnitudes up to 6.5 kOe, by use of a spin- 
echo spectrometer with frequency sweep. The durations 
of the exciting pulses satisfied the condition for excita- 
tion of nuclei in domains (r2 =2r1) and were r1 = 10 psec ,  
r2 =20 psec.  The NMR linewidth was about 45 kHz. The  
ErFeO, single crystal  used in the experiments was 
grown by the method of crucibleless zone melting, with 
optical heating.' The specimen had the form of a sphere 
of diameter -5 mm. I t  was arranged in the cryostat in 
such a way that its crystallographic a axis ,  which had 
been previously determined by orientation of the weak 
ferromagnetic moment a t  nitrogen temperatures,  was 
oriented perpendicular to the direction of the external 
magnetic field. By subsequent rotation of the specimen 
about the a axis ,  i ts  c axis was oriented in the direction 
of the external magnetic field, which was monitored by 
measurements of the NMR frequencies. 

The results  of the measurements a r e  conveniently ex- 
hibited in the form of graphs that determine the depen- 
dence of the NMR frequencies on the value of the external 
magnetic field. Two examples of such graphs a r e  given 
in Fig. l a  and b. One of them re la tes  to the case T >  T,, , 
the other to the case T <  T,, . In each of these cases,  the 
NMR spectrum a t  Ho=O consists of two resonance lines, 
corresponding to four iron ions equivalent in pairs  in a 
magnetic structure of the type r,,, which is realized -- 

when T <  To = 4 K and Ho = 0.5 In weak magnetic fields, 
each of the resonance lines spli ts  into two lines of about 
the s ame  intensity; this indicates formation of a magne- 
t i c  s tructure in which a l l  the iron ions a r e  nonequivalent. 
We believe that this magnetic structure is of the type 
r12,, in which modes of the three representations r,, 
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FIG. 1. Variation of NMR frequencies of in ErFeOs with 
value of the external magnetic field H,, at  temperatures: 
a) 3.2 K; b) 1.65 K. Points, experiment; solid lines, calcula- 
tion. 
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r,, and r4 are  present, although theoretically a small 
admixture of modes of the representation r, is allowed. 
In strong magnetic fields (of the order of 6 kOe and 
higher), the NMR spectra again consist of two reso- 
nance lines of about the same intensity; this indicates 
formation of a magnetic structure in which the iron 
ions a re  equivalent in pairs. This is probably a mag- 
netic structure of the type I?,,, in which the spins of 
the iron ions a r e  ordered antiferromagnetically along 
the c axis (according to the mode G,E r,), while the 
magnetic moments of the erbium ions a r e  ordered 
ferromagnetically along the same axis (according to 
the mode FR,€ r4). 

It is quite clear that the qualitative difference be- 
tween the two graphs in Fig. 1 is explained by the 
fact that in one case (Fig. l a )  the spin-reorientation 
process occurs continuously, whereas in the other case 
(Fig. lb)  there is a phase transition of f irst  order,  
during which, over a certain interval of external mag- 
netic fields, two phases coexist, and each of them pro- 
duces its lines in the NMR spectrum. It is noteworthy 
that within this interval, the resonance frequencies do 
not change. This means that the local magnetic fields 
on the nuclei of the iron ions, and consequently also 
the internal magnetic fields on the ions themselves, 
remain constant, a s  is characteristic of the intermedi- 
ate state of ant i fer romagnet~.~ On change of the exter- 
nal magnetic field within this interval, the intensities of 
the NMR lines from the two phases a re  redistributed. 
Therefore in order to determine the boundaries of the 
region of coexistence of the phases, it was necessary 
to follow each of the resonance lines until it disappeared 
in noise. It was assumed that a line had disappeared if 
the signal/noise ratio was approximately unity. 

The region of coexistence of phases is shown in Fig. 
2. It was obtained from the results of measurements 
similar to those shown in Fig. lb. The width of this 
region decreases with r ise  of temperature and disap- 
pears when T = T,, . Measurements of it a t  temperatures 
close to the critical a re  impeded by the fact that the 

FIG. 2. Phase diagram of ErFe03. The region of coexistence 
of phases is shaded. The calculated phase diagram is shown 
by the dashed lines. The inset shows schematically the mag- 
netic structure of the orthoferrite in the phase rtzr. 

NMR frequencies from the two phases differ little. 
Therefore the value of the critical temperature was not 
determined very accurately (the e r r o r  is of the order 
of 0.1 Is). 

Thus the results obtained enable us to suppose that an 
external magnetic field, applied along the c axis, pro- 
duces a magnetostructural transformation of the type 
I', - r,,- r,,, which, depending on the temperature, 
may occur a s  a phase transition of the second kind or 
a s  a phase transition of f irst  order through an intermedi- 
ate state. 

2. DISCUSSION 

The results obtained can be explained theoretically 
within the framework of the general approachs proposed 
for description of low-temperature spin-reorientation 
processes in rare-earth orthoferrites, by starting with 
a simple model that allows for interaction of the fun- 
damental modes in the magnetic structure r,,,: G,, G,, 
C,,, and F,,. Some other modes, for example CRY and 
G,, could be included among the fundamental modes. 
This would lead to a more accurate but considerably 
more complicated and less comprehensible model. 

The magnetic structure corresponding to the simple 
model is shown in the inset of Fig. 2. The original ex- 
pression for the free energy of the system in this model 
has the following form: 

where U is the internal energy of the system, 

and S is the entropy of the system of rare-earth ions, 
which a r e  treated as particles with effective spin s = $  
and with anisotropic (tensor) g factors: 

-TS=2kTN [ ( ' l2+s, )  In ( ' /?+s,) + ( ' I 2 - s r )  In ( ' / ? - s t )  1 
+2kTN [('/,+s,) In ('/,+s,) + (I/,-s,) In ('/,-s,)] . (3 

Here s, and s, a re  the values of the vectors that a r e  
obtained by thermodynamic averaging of the effective- 
spin operators of nonequivalent erbium ions, and N is 
the number of elementary cells in the crystal. 

It can be shown that by minimization of the free energy 
of the system with respect to the orientation of the vec- 
tor G, one obtains exactly the same expression as  in 
the theory of metamagnetic phase t r a n ~ i t i o n s , ~  namely: 

where I =CR,, m =FR,, 7 =T/T, is  a dimensionless tem- 
perature parameter, h =g,, p,Ho/2kT, is a dimensionless 
field parameter; T, has the meaning of the temperature 
a t  which spontaneous spin reorientation begins, and ~f 

is a dimensionless parameter proportional to c,,. 

Thus the model under consideration reduces to the 
well studied model of metarnagnets.' This circumstance 
allows us to omit the details of our numerical analysis 
of the model. We present only certain formulas that 
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were used in the numerical processing of the experi- 
mental results  : 

the equation that determines the function m(7, h )  in the 
phase r,,; 

the equations that determine the functions l(r , h )  and 
m(7,h) in the phase r,,. 

The formulas necessary for  calculation of the NMR 
frequencies were obtained on the basis  of symmetry 
considerations, a s  was done ear l ie rS  for  the case Ho =0: 

1 
f , = f o + - A  sin28-B sin2@- (p sin 8+a cos O)FR,+L H,cos 8, 

2 2n 
2 

fz-fo- - A  sin 20-B sin28- (p sin @-a cos 0 )FR2- r "~ ,  cos 8, 
2 2n 
1 

- A  sin 28-B sin' 8+ (p sin 8-a cos O)FR,+ Ly H, cos 8, (8) 
2 2n 
i 

fL=f0+? A sin 28-B sin2 8+(p sinB+acos 8 ) ~ , , - ~  H, cos 8. - 2n 

Here 0 is the angle between the spins of the iron ions 
and the c axis [sin 0 - I ,  a s  follows from the derivation 
of (4)]; 7~~1'271 is  the gyromagnetic ra t io  for  the Fe57 
nucleus; fo, A, and B a r e  constants whose values were 
determined in Ref. 5; and a! and p a r e  constants that 
describe the contribution of the magnetized system of 
erbium ions to the NMR frequencies. 

The value of the parameter 7, was determined s o  a s  
to obtain agreement between the experimental and cal- 
culated values of the critical temperature. We assumed 
that rt = -0.05. Then according to Ref. 9 

and a phase diagram of the type shown in Fig. l a  of 
Ref. 9 is obtained. It i s  shown in Fig. 2 by the dashed 
lines. In plotting it,  we supposed that g, = 11.5 in 
erbium orthoferrite.1° 

The calculated variations of the NMR frequencies 
with the value of the external magnetic field a t  tempera- 
tures 3.2 and 1.65 K a r e  shown in Figs. l a  and b by the 
solid lines (in the calculation it was assumed that the 
values of the adjustable parameters a! and p and the 
coefficient k in the relation s in  0 = kl  were a! =65 kHz, 

8 =630 kHz, k = 1.51; with this choice of the value of k, 
the limiting angle B for  T- 0 i s  approximately 49' '). 
There  i s  good agreement on the whole between the ex- 
perimental and calculated values of the NMR frequen- 
cies; there a r e  smal l  deviations, in particular, in the 
vicinity of the phase-transition point (Fig. la). 

I t  should be mentioned that the effect of a n  external 
magnetic field on the low-temperature spin reorienta- 
tion in ErFeO, was treated theoretically for the case 
of weak magnetic fields in Ref. 11 and in the general 
case in Ref. 12. The  theory proposed in the lat ter  paper 
can in principle be used to explain our experimental 
results. But application of this theory is impeded by 
the absence of specific solutions of the quite complica- 
ted system of equations. 

The  authors exprefs their gratitude to V. G .  Bar'yak- 
htar  , I. M. Vitebskii, and D. A. ~ a b l o n s k i i  for their 
constant interest  in the research  and for  useful discus- 
sions. 
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